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A2–B1 Tv / MEDIa

The Nicest Show
on Television?

The apple Tv
series Ted
Lasso is 
often called

the nicest
show on

television. It was one
of the most popular 
series (and inspiration 
for Halloween 
costumes) of 2021. 
The character1 of Ted 
Lasso had an unusual 
road to success, from 
a comedy show in the 
Netherlands, to uS 
sports commercials2,

to an award-winning
television

show.

Who Is Ted Lasso?
From 
a Commercial 
to a Comedy 
Series
In 2001, two American 
actors, Jason Sudeikis 
and Brendan Hunt, were 
doing comedy shows 
in Amsterdam. Because 
“football” has a different 
meaning in the US and 
Europe, they created 
a sketch3 about a guy named 
Ted Lasso. The character 
of Ted was a stereotypical4 
(American) football coach 
trying to coach football 
(soccer) in the UK, with 
jokes made for a European 
audience. Over the next ten 
years, Jason Sudeikis moved 
back to the US and became 
a popular comedian in 
movies and TV shows.

Then, in 2013, a US 
company began showing 
Premier League* soccer on 
television. They asked Jason 
Sudeikis and Brendan Hunt 
to make TV commercials 
with the character of Ted 
Lasso. They wanted to 
use comedy to get US fans 
interested in soccer. The 
commercials were popular 
across the US, UK and on 
YouTube. For the next few 
years, Sudeikis, Hunt and 
some of their comedian 
friends kept writing about 
Ted Lasso. Almost 20 
years after their original 
Amsterdam show, Ted Lasso 
became a streaming series 
on Apple TV in August 2020.
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Premier League – the top English 
football league and most popular 
league in the world
idiom – a set of words whose 
meaning is different from the 
individual words, e.g. a piece of 
cake (something easy)
a man of few words – someone 
who rarely speaks
equipment manager – a job on 
a soccer team; takes care of 
washing team kits11, giving players 
water and sports drinks

Glossary

1 character  [ˈkærəktə(r)] – postava
2 commercial  [kəˈmɜːʃl] – reklama
3 sketch  [sketʃ] – scénka
4 stereotypical  [steriəˈtɪpɪkl] – 

stereotypní, zjednodušený
5 struggle  [ˈstrʌɡl] – boj, zápas
6 to hang out  [hæŋ ˈaʊt] – trávit čas
7 to praise  [preɪz] – chválit
8 to swear  [sweə(r)] – nadávat, 

mluvit hrubě
9 to be homesick  [ˈhəʊmsɪk] – 

stýskat se po domově
10 confusion  [kənˈfjuːʒn] – zmatek
11 kit  [kɪt] – úbor

Vocabulary

The Cast of Ted Lasso 

(American) Football or Soccer?
Two sports with the same name 
cause a lot of confusion10 among 
English speakers.

So which one should you use? 
Personally, if I’m in the US, I use 
AmE. I use BrE when I’m in the 
UK. If I’m in a mixed group of 
international English speakers, 
I use American football and soccer 
because they have one clear 
meaning without confusion.

AmE

= soccer

BrE

= football

 Language Point

Discuss

Name another TV show 
or film with a large cast. 
Name three things about 
each of the characters. 
You can talk about what 
they look like and their 
personalities.

1
Which other characters from 
TV or films are famous for being 
kind, positive, or optimistic? 
Make a list of as many as you 
can think of. Are there any other 
similarities on your list - do they 
have the same age, gender, 
nationality, etc.?

2 Can you think of a sport that 
is not popular in your country, 
but is very popular in another 
country? Describe the sport 
(rules, kit, equipment) to 
another student without 
saying what it is and see 
if they can guess.

4When you are feeling 
sad, what kind of 
entertainment do you 
prefer (e.g. sad films, 
optimistic shows, 
horror movies, 
fantasy films)?

3

Comedy and Kindness
Ted Lasso is a show about a coach, a soccer team, and 
an owner. However, you don’t need to know anything 
about soccer to enjoy it. The show is really about 
relationships. It’s about the friendships and struggles5 
between players, coaches, girlfriends, families, and 
the people who hang out6 at the local pub. Ted Lasso 
and another UK show, Sex Education, have both been 
praised7 for showing positive male friendships on 
television. Most of all, people love Ted Lasso for being 
kind and optimistic while also being really funny.

Jason Sudeikis says that the character of Ted Lasso was 
inspired by many people. The famous moustache comes from 
his father. The funny, old-fashioned idioms come from his 
high school basketball coach. Sudeikis also gets story ideas 
from learning about real-life soccer coaches, such as Jurgen 
Klopp (Liverpool) and Pep Guardiola (Manchester City).

Who Is Ted Lasso?

Ted Lasso
(Jason Sudeikis)
The optimistic coach of AFC 
Richmond, who often speaks 
in idioms*

Coach Beard
(Brendan Hunt)
The assistant coach, Ted’s 
best friend, and a man of 
few words*

Nathan “Nate” Shelley
(Nick Mohammed)
The team’s shy, nervous 
equipment manager*

Rebecca Welton
(Hannah Waddingham)
A tall, rich, recently divorced 
woman and the new owner 
of AFC Richmond

Higgins
(Jeremy Swift)
Rebecca’s assistant, a nervous 
man who loves his family

Roy Kent
(Brett Goldstein)
An older player from the UK, 
usually angry and swears8 
a lot

Jamie Tart
(Phil Dunster)
A very good player from the 
UK who really loves himself

Keeley Jones
(Juno Temple)
A model, influencer, 
and girlfriend of one 
of the players

Dani Rojas
(Cristo Fernández)
A young player from
Mexico who believes 
“football is life!”

Sam obisanya
(Toheeb Jimoh)
A young player from Nigeria, 
who is often homesick9

= football

=  American 
football
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